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Written by GrandMajora/Sep 3, 2019 Depending on your decisions in the final parts of Amiri's quest, you can get a variety of updates for her oversized sword. This guide explains what they are and how to get them. When you are asked to sacrifice to seal the blade, you have several options, although some may not be available depending on what actions
you took during the previous sections of Amiri's quest. If you decide to sacrifice Nilak, the sword is sealed as The No. 4, Vicious Weapon. If you decide to sacrifice a former chief of the Six Bears tribe, the sword is sealed as No. 4, Frosty Weapon. If you decide to sacrifice yourself, the sword is sealed as No. 4, a fierce weapon. If you decide to kill the giant, the
sword will not receive an immediate update. However, if you are patient, the giant's brother will eventually appear as promised. Killing them leads to the sword getting No 4, Furious and 2D8 cold damage. As you can see, killing two giants seems like the best option to go with if you want Amiri's sword to be as powerful as possible. However, the time at which
it happens can be so late in the game that you don't even care anymore. So feel free to make what choices you want! Game: Pathfinder Kingmaker I'm on Bring the Sword six tribe bears, but I don't know where to take it. After reading on the internet, there seems to be no place to bring it. However, all these posts have been since October, so I was wondering
if anyone knows if it has been fixed since then? And if so, where to get it? From Pathfinder: Kingmaker Vicky Reforged Blade is a quest in Pathfinder: Kingmaker. Summary (edit source editing) I knew it! The ghost that haunted the Six Bears is back! Now she pursues Amiri in her sleep, demanding that she return the sword she stole from the breathless corpse
long ago when she first went on her journey! The sword was once broken by Armago, the mad leader of the Tiger Lords! Before the sword is returned, it will need to be repaired, and the cost will be high... Step-by-step guide (editorial) Edit the source of Meet Amiri's Tavern edit source Amiri got some news about her tribe - and she doesn't seem to be happier
for him. She's waiting at the tavern. We better meet her before she empties the wine cellar! Just talk to Amiri at the tavern. She tells you that in her dream came a giant, from whom she took a sword and offered to change the life of her tribe on a sword. As the blade is now broken - it must be forged. Allows you to refoom the Sword project. You get 2160 xp
per conversation. Repairing the sword (edited source editing) Repairing the magic sword costs a fortune - but it's the price of a ghost set to the life of the Amiri tribe, including her best friend Nilak. Complete the Sword Formation project. Bring the Sword of the Six Bears Tribe (editing source) We sword, and the ghost showed Amiri where he was holding her
tribe. We better go - and hope this time spirit to finally find peace! Here you can finally talk to Fionn. He tells you his version of the story. Now it is up to you to kill Fionn and his servants, or to sacrifice one of the chiefs: Nilak, Akaya or... You can sacrifice yourself! (Chaotic Good) - Choose this option for the best result for Amiri as she steps forward and kills
herself just to rise again afterwards. Once this situation is resolved by any means, the quest ends and you get 9600 xp. The results (edit the source) Well, this chapter in the history of our brave companion was brought closer. We could not solve the problem without bloodshed, as one might expect in a story about barbarians. At least this evil spirit will no
longer haunt Amiri and her former tribe. Pathfinder: Kingmaker - Reforged Blade WalkthroughAmiri arrives at the throne room at the beginning of chapter five and asks you to meet her at the tavern. Talk to her about what you want by visiting the tavern and get the job to restore the blade. Head to the throne room and select Reforged blade on the project
menu. Appoint the performer and spend 100 points. You'll have to wait 45 days! When the time comes, go to the Six Bears camp and decide what to do. Read more about this kind of thing: Pathfinder: Kingmaker - Amiri quest WalkthroughPathfinder: Kingmaker - Pariah WalkthroughPathfinder: Kingmaker - Fugitive Throne WalkthroughPathfinder: Kingmaker -
Search Pathfinders questPatfinder: Kingmaker - Ancient Curse Walkthrough Note: This is only for spam message. kingmaker reforged blade location. kingmaker reforged blade walkthrough. pathfinder kingmaker reforged blade. pathfinder kingmaker reforged blade choice. pathfinder kingmaker reforged blade how to repair. pathfinder kingmaker amiri quest
reforged blade
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